This study contributes to the current debate on how privacy concerns can and should be integrated into merger analysis. First, I contend that while competition authorities increasingly account for the role of personal data as a source of market power and entry barriers, privacy-related consumer harm still remains a blind spot in merger analysis. Second, I discuss how this analytical gap can be filled by mapping out three potential theories of privacy-related consumer harm: namely, privacy as an element of product quality, privacy as a feature of consumer choice, and privacy as non-monetary price. Third, and this is my major claim and contribution, this study proposes willingness-to-pay studies in the form of conjoint analysis as a methodology that enables competition authorities to quantify privacy-related consumer harm in monetary terms. In a fourth section, this study discusses potential objections to this approach. In so doing, it shows that the widespread opposition against the incorporation of privacy into merger analysis is based on a 'privacy fallacy'. This 'privacy fallacy' derives from the erroneous assumption that deteriorations in the level of privacy protection as a consequence of a merger automatically amount to a breach of data-protection rules which should be addressed by data protection authorities, but which do not constitute an antitrust concern.
I. Introduction
One day in August 2016, an identical message simultaneously popped up on the cell phone screens of millions of WhatsApp users. Notifying the users of a change in WhatsApp's privacy policy, it required them to opt out within 30 days of their personal data being shared with Facebook. Two years earlier, the FTC 1 and the EU Commission 2 had cleared the merger between Facebook and WhatsApp, despite the numerous concerns aired by privacy and consumer groups. Back then, the EU Commission had actually assessed the possibility of the merged entity combining Facebook's and WhatsApp's user data after the consummation of the merger. It had, however, concluded that the merged entity would lack the technological ability and incentives to merge the datasets of the two companies. 3 Rather than the final word, the Commission's decision to clear the merger has been the starting point of the Facebook/WhatsApp saga. A few months after the change in its privacy policy, the Italian Competition Authority imposed a 3 million EUR fine on WhatsApp for having forced its users to share their personal data with Facebook. 4 Likewise, the Commission seemed extremely unhappy about the unforeseen change in WhatsApp's privacy policy, and recently imposed a 110 Million EUR fine on Facebook for having provided incorrect information about the technical feasibility of the matching of both firms' datasets during the merger proceedings.
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Against this backdrop, one can perceive the Facebook/WhatsApp merger as a natural experiment; an experiment which shows that, less than two years after the clearance of the merger, the merged entity behaved in a fundamentally different way from what the Commission had forecast in its merger analysis. This unexpected outcome raises a number of questions: Did the EU Commission get its analysis of the Facebook/WhatsApp merger wrong? What can explain the EU Commission's failure to foresee the change in Facebook/WhatsApp privacy policy? And, more generally, what is the appropriate role of concerns about data and privacy in competition analysis?
This study aims to contribute to the current debate on the intersection between big data, privacy and antitrust by answering these questions in reverse order. First, I contend that, paradoxically, the academic debate on the role of personal data in antitrust lags behind the actual enforcement practice of EU and US competition authorities. Whereas there is an ongoing heated debate amongst antitrust commentators as to whether personal data should be considered in competition law enforcement, competition authorities on both sides of the Atlantic have already been assessing the competitive role of personal data for quite some time. The real question is therefore 'how', rather than 'whether', competition authorities should deal with personal data in their analysis (I). Second, based on a reassessment of the Commission's Facebook/WhatsApp decision, I posit that the fundamental problem with the current approach to data-driven mergers is that it largely ignores potential detrimental effects of the concentration of personal data on consumers. One important reason for this privacy blind spot of merger analysis is that the antitrust literature and competition authorities have so far omitted to articulate a clear and workable theory of privacy-related consumer harm. I therefore discuss different ways of framing a privacy-related theory of antitrust harm (II). Third, I suggest that willingness-to-pay studies in the form of conjoint analysis constitute the most appropriate methodological tool for competition authorities to quantify privacy-related price increases in the context of market definition and the analysis of consumer harm (III). By discussing potential objections to the use of conjoint analysis to account for privacy harm in merger control, I also uncover a fundamental misconception that underlies the current academic discussion about the role of privacy for competition analysis (IV).
This study, using the methodological tool of conjoint analysis, offers a workable proposal as to 'how' competition authorities could account for the adverse effects of a decrease in privacy protection on consumers as a consequence of a merger. It also suggests that consumers can be harmed by such a deterioration of data protection, even if it is in line with data protection rules. This insight casts doubt upon the widely shared assumption that deteriorations in the level of privacy protection resulting from a merger automatically amount to a breach of data-protection rules, and are thus adequately addressed by data protection rather than competition law. Showing that this 'privacy fallacy' underlies the widespread opposition to incorporating privacy considerations into competition analysis, it also provides an answer to the question as to 'whether' competition law should include privacy and data protection in its analysis. This answer is a clear 'yes'.
II. The role of personal data in antitrust analysis
'Big data' 6 has become a buzzword in antitrust circles, catching the attention of policy makers, 7 enforcers, 8 practitioners, 9 and academics 10 alike. A fierce controversy has sparked in the antitrust literature as to whether 'big data' and privacy raise specific antitrust concerns. This debate mainly revolves around the question whether personal data constitutes an important source of entry barriers and market power.
II.1 The state of the art
For a long time, the prevailing, orthodox view amongst antitrust scholars was that big data does not raise any specific competition issue. This mainstream position emphasises that, far from being a scarce resource or essential input, data constitutes a non-rivalrous, ubiquitous good or commodity. This means that the availability and informational value of data remains more or less the same, regardless of the number of operators that use or control it. 11 The orthodox camp therefore assumes that the access to, and collection of personal data is relatively easy and inexpensive. 12 The ability of firms to enter and compete on the market, therefore, does not depend on their access to a large volume or a broad scope of personal data. 13 From this perspective, even the concentration of high volumes of personal data in the hands of a single firm does not necessarily create market power and entry barriers. Especially not in fast changing, dynamic online markets which are characterised by historic ease of entry and ephemeral market shares.
14 This orthodox view is, however, increasingly under assault. A growing number of antitrust scholars and enforcers contend that the accumulation of large amounts of personal data might give rise to important economies of scale 15 and scope. 16 They highlight that multisided online platforms also benefit from datadriven direct and indirect network effects. 17 The access to personal data might also entail important learning effects, 18 which allow online platforms to provide better products to their users 19 and offer better targeted advertising services to advertising customers. Personal data is, thus, capable of generating positive (cross-platform) feedback loops, 20 for it enables online platforms to increase their attractiveness towards users, which in turn also allows them to attract more paying advertising customers.
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From this perspective, data is more than a simple commodity, 21 as it constitutes an important strategic 'key competitive input' 22 which allows firms to generate important data-driven efficiencies and gain a competitive edge over its competitors. To be capable of effectively competing in online markets, companies therefore need access to a minimum volume and variety of data which allows them to achieve sufficient economies of scale and scope, 23 and to harness data-driven network effects. The concentration of large amounts of personal data might therefore entail important entry barriers 24 and constitute a source of market power allowing the incumbent firm to tip the market in its favour.
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While the antitrust literature still reflects a fundamental disagreement about whether the concentration and accumulation of personal data should be taken into account as a source of entry barriers and market power in competition analysis, competition authorities on both sides of the Atlantic have already been assessing the competitive role of personal data in merger analysis for quite some time.
II.2 The state of the enforcement practice
Three observations can be made about the role of personal data in the current state of merger enforcement by US and EU competition authorities. The first, most obvious, observation is that personal data do play an important part in the competitive analysis of data-driven mergers on both sides of the Atlantic. Indeed, the US Federal Trade Commission (FTC), the US Department of Justice (DoJ) and courts, as well as the EU Commission, have so far ascertained in a number of mergers whether personal data give rise to or reinforce horizontal, 26 access to an important database. 30 The antitrust authorities moreover recognised that data-driven efficiencies may outweigh the potential anticompetitive effects of a merger.
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The second observation is that the competition authorities and courts have only concluded in a few merger cases that personal data actually constitutes a source of market power. Only in three casesReed Elsevier/ChoicePoint, Dun&Bradstreet/Quality Education and Bazaarvoice/PowerReviews -have the US authorities and the US District Court of the Northern District of California found that personal data-driven entry barriers and network effects are likely to shield unilateral effects. More specifically, they held that the control of personal databases which are large in size, breadth and scope will give rise to barriers to entry and expansion in form of economies of scale and scope, 32 as well as network effects 33 and reputational entry barriers. 34 The role of personal data as potential source of market power emerged most clearly in the Bazaarvoice/PowerReviews merger where the acquiring party, Bazaarvoice, acknowledged in internal documents that its 'ability to leverage the data' of its customer base constitutes a 'key entry barrier'. 35 All three mergers had in common that personal data represented the actual product sold by the merging parties. Yet the mergers did not involve generic online user, but rather quite specific types of personal data; namely electronic public records, 36 data for marketing to kindergarten through twelfth-grade teachers, administrators, schools and school districts, 37 as well as online-user product ratings, reviews and analytics of related consumer behaviour. 38 Moreover, the merging parties in all three cases were market leaders who closely competed with each other. 39 Upon consummation of these acquisitions, the remaining competitors and potential entrants would therefore have had an insufficient access to quite specific types of personal data necessary to defeat the mergers' anticompetitive effects.
The third observation is that the US competition and the EU Commission were reluctant to simply transpose these findings to mergers involving more generic personal (online) user data or to establish a ready-made presumption about the competitive role of personal data. This is most prominently reflected in the Google/DoubleClick merger. Both the FTC and the EU Commission assessed whether the integration of Google's and DoubleClick's previously separate datasets will bestow the merged entity with an overwhelming competitive advantage in the online advertising market. 40 The underlying theory of harm assumed that the combination of Google's 'deep' search data and DoubleClick's 'broad' web surfing behaviour data might give rise to data-driven economies of scale and scope, as well as network and learning effects, which would allow the merged entity to better target its services and thus to attract more users and advertising customers. 41 The US and EU competition watchdogs, however, discarded concerns that the combination of both parties' datasets might eventually lead to the tipping of the market and marginalise competitors. A central factor in their analysis was that DoubleClick was contractually barred from harnessing its access to customer data in order to generate network effects, as they belonged to its publisher and advertising clients. 42 Equally decisive for the FTC's and Commission's analysis was the finding that even if both parties were to combine their datasets, Google's competitors in the online advertising market would continue to have access to a sufficient amount of equivalent -if not higher quality -personal data valuable for online advertising purposes. 43 Along similar lines, the EU Commission also concluded in subsequent mergers that the combination of previously separate personal datasets was unlikely to give rise to conglomerate, 44 horizontal 45 and vertical effects. 46 This however does not mean that the EU Commission has conclusively thrown out theories of harm cautioning against potential anticompetitive effects arising from the combination of two large sets of generic user data. Rather, it found in these mergers that the theory of harm was not backed by the actual facts of the case. In all cases, the merging parties were constrained either by contract 47 or by existing data protection rules in their ability to combine databases post-merger. 48 Most importantly, in all cases the EU Commission identified a number of alternative sources of personal data that would allow rivals to continue to provide equivalent competing products or services post-merger. 49 The Commission's analysis in these cases can be criticised in at least three respects. First of all, in some cases the Commission's market definition focused only on the paying online advertising market, while ignoring the 'free' user side of multi-sided online platforms. 50 Second, its analysis of the availability of alternative sources of data for existing or potential competitors remained cursory. The Commission indeed broadly assumed the fungibility of various types of available user data for online advertising purposes without considering their specific characteristics and suitability to replicate the information the merging parties derived from the combination of their datasets. 51 Arguably, it also underestimated the role of size of the combined databases. The Commission presumed that access to various, scattered sources of personal data would allow competitors and entrants to make up for any competitive advantage the merging parties obtain from the combination of two large, unfragmented datasets.
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Despite these shortcomings, the decisional practice by the competition authorities on both sides of the Atlantic unequivocally shows that they take the role of personal data as potential source of market power seriously. Their findings that personal data might in some cases actually increase entry barriers and strengthen the merged entity's market power 53 contradict voices in the literature which categorically exclude that personal data can give rise to entry barriers, network effects and market power. The current state of the decisional practice of US and EU authorities appears to be rather in line with commentators who recommend a case-by-case analysis of the role of personal data. 54 Central elements of their analysis are the market position of the merging parties, the conditions of entry, expansion and switching, the specific characteristics of the data involved. They moreover assess the availability of alternative sources that provide existing competitors or entrants access to personal data equivalent to that held by the merging parties post-merger. The current academic controversy about the relevance of personal data for competition analysis thus lags behind the decisional practice of EU and US competition authorities. While the academic community is still engaged in an acrimonious debate as to 'whether' personal data should be accounted for in competition analysis, competition authorities have already been grappling for a considerable time with the question of 'how' to assess the actual competitive impact of personal data.
II.3 The Facebook/WhatsApp merger -a vanguard of competition law analysis in data-driven markets?
This increasing awareness of the competitive role of personal data is most clearly reflected in the EU Commission's analysis of the Facebook/WhatsApp merger. Unlike in Google/DoubleClick, in which the FTC's and EU Commission's market definition has been fiercely criticised for focusing exclusively on the paying advertising-side of Google's platform, 55 in Facebook/WhatsApp the Commission adopted a more holistic market definition. Remarkably, it assessed not only the merger's impact on the paying online advertising market, but also its effects on the 'zero priced' markets for social networking and consumer communications services. Yet the Commission eventually held that merger is unlikely to produce unilateral effects on the social networking and consumer communications market, as Facebook 51 The Commission still assessed this aspect at least to some extent in Case COMP/M.4731 Google/DoubleClick (n 27) and WhatsApp are not close competitors. 56 It also pointed out that consumers tend to multi-home and will remain capable of switching to competitive alternatives post-merger.
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As in previous mergers, the Commission also considered the role of personal data as a source of market power, analysing economies of scale and scope, as well as network effects which might lead to barriers to entry and expansion, reputational entry barriers, and consumer lock-in. 58 In particular, the Commission assessed the extent to which Facebook could strengthen its position in the online advertising market by obtaining access to WhatsApp's user data so as to improve the targeting of its online advertising services. 59 Yet, the Commission observed that the merged entity would lack the ability and incentive to introduce online advertising or integrate the parties' databases. This conclusion was based on the observation that the matching of Facebook's and WhatsApp's databases would confront the merged entity with considerable technical hurdles 60 and would require WhatsApp to change its privacy policy. Such a change in the privacy policy would upset consumers and prompt them to switch to competing apps that offer higher privacy standards.
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The Commission's analysis, however, did not stop here. Going one step further, it engaged in an 'even if analysis' which explored what would happen if the merged entity integrated both parties' datasets despite the technological obstacles and potential losses. Even under this hypothetical scenario, the Commission concluded that the merger would not bring about any anticompetitive harm on the online advertising market. Rather, potential anticompetitive effects would be offset by a sufficient number of alternative platforms providing online advertising space and collecting user data that is not within the merged entity's exclusive control.
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In light of the prominent role played by personal data in the Commission's assessment, the Facebook/WhatsApp merger has been referred to in the literature as 'the vanguard of the current analysis of data-driven mergers in multisided markets, where the product or service is free'.
63 Yet this view has been at least partially called into question by the subsequent change in WhatsApp's privacy-policy, less than two years after the merger. The merged entity's actual conduct thus blatantly belied the Commission's predictions which had played an important role in its unconditional clearance of the merger. As a natural experiment, the merger provides the unequivocal empirical evidence that the Commission's merger analysis committed an assessment error with respect to the merging parties' incentives to combine their previously separate sets of personal data. This brings us back to our initial question: Did the Commission get its analysis in the Facebook/WhatsApp decision wrong? Could it have been aware of merged entity's incentives to integrate Facebook's and WhatsApp's databases postmerger? How can the Commission's error be explained?
The most straightforward explanation for the Commission's erroneous assessment is that it blindly relied on the merging parties' misleading information when they claimed that they would be technologically unable to match their databases. 64 This interpretation is, however, not very plausible, in so far as the Commission itself has pointed out that this contention was not decisive for its decision to clear the merger. Indeed, under the 'even if' analysis, the Commission had ruled out any anticompetitive effects on the online-advertising market, even in the unlikely event that the merged entity was to start collecting and using data from WhatsApp users. 65 It is, therefore, safe to assume that Facebook's submission of misleading information is not the reason for the Commission's assessment error.
On the contrary, I contend that the errors in the Commission's assessment can be explained by its failure to account for the economic role of privacy and the disclosure of personal data in its analysis of anticompetitive harm. Indeed, even if the Commission recognized the role of privacy policies as an increasingly important competitive parameter in the consumer communications services market, 66 the Commission at no time considered whether the matching of Facebook and WhatsApp's databases and the ensuing change in WhatsApp's privacy policy would cause consumer harm in the form of lower privacy protection on the consumer communications market. Such an analysis, however, would have shifted the Commission's analytical focus on the economic role and strategic value of personal data in the online eco-system. 67 Most importantly, it would have prevented the Commission from hastily concluding that Facebook and WhatsApp lack the incentives to combine their databases and that the merger would not cause any antitrust harm, even under the assumption that the parties might adopt such a strategy.
Taking into consideration the economic role of privacy would have enabled the Commission to accurately assess the merging parties' incentive to integrate their datasets post-merger. It would have revealed that the potential benefits arising from the matching of Facebook's and WhatsApp's databases would have exceeded potential losses as a consequence of consumer switching in response to a deterioration of WhatsApp's privacy protection. A privacy-related theory of harm would also have directed the focus of the Commission's analysis of potential anticompetitive effects from the online advertising to direct consumer harm in the form of lower privacy protection on the consumer communications apps market. While the Commission had concluded that the combination of databases would not cause any competitive harm on the online advertising market, the Commission simply omitted to assess whether this would entail any consumer harm on the consumer communications markets.
Far from looking at potential privacy-related consumer harm in the Facebook/WhatsApp merger, the EU Commission instead reiterated the same old mantra that privacy concerns as such do not fall within the scope of EU competition law, but are to be dealt with under the EU data protection rules.
68 The Facebook/WhatsApp merger thus shows that even though competition authorities already account for the competitive relevance of personal data, the role of privacy or data protection remains an important blind spot in their antitrust and merger analysis. In other words, while the 'whether' seems to be settled, the 'how' definitely needs improvement: although regularly assessing the role of personal data as potential source of market power, competition authorities so far turn a blind eye to privacy-related consumer harm.
III. Privacy as antitrust concern
The EU Commission's failure to assess and identify the potential consumer harm arising from the matching of Facebook's and WhatsApp's databases can be explained by the fact that antitrust scholarship and enforcers have so far fallen short of putting forward a coherent theory of privacy-related consumer harm. While antitrust commentators and authorities have identified several data-related theories of harm, they exclusively focus on the role of personal data as a source of market power and 65 European Commission (n 5). 66 Case COMP/M.7217 Facebook/Whatsapp (n 2) [87] . 67 Costa-Cabral and Lynskey (n 10), 25-26. 68 Case COMP/M.7217 Facebook/Whatsapp (n 2) [164] . Case COMP/M.4731 Google/DoubleClick (n 27) [368] .
anti-competitive foreclosure. This is not only the case in the realm of merger control, 69 but also for theories of harm which examine vertical restraints on data-portability 70 and data as essential facility.
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Likewise, other less conventional theories assessing whether the cross-usage of data 72 by a dominant market player may marginalize rivals exclusively focus on data as a source of anticompetitive foreclosure.
If applied to the online environment all these foreclosure theories locate the anticompetitive harm on the paying customer side of multisided platforms. These foreclosure effects only cause indirect (end-) consumer harm if they enable multisided platforms to charge non-competitive mark-ups on their online advertising services, which are then passed on to consumer prices for advertised goods or services.
73 By contrast, thus far, commentators and antitrust authorities have not assessed to what extent the accumulation of personal data not only harms competitors and advertising customers, but might actually also have immediate negative effects on consumers on the 'free' user side of online platforms.
III.1 Privacy-related theories of consumer harm
The blame for this absence of a clear privacy-related theory of antitrust harm lies, in my view, with the orthodox assumption that privacy does not constitute an antitrust concern, but should be properly addressed by consumer protection or privacy legislation. 74 This institutional argument hinges upon the assumption that data protection and efficiency or consumer welfare, as predominant goals of antitrust, 75 constitute incommensurable values which cannot be adequately balanced within the framework of antitrust analysis. This assumption has been expressly endorsed by the FTC, the EU Commission and the Court of Justice of the European Union, all of whom have repeatedly held that informational privacy and data protection concerns are irrelevant for competition assessment and are adequately protected under specific privacy and data-protection regulation. 76 The orthodox view thus equates privacy or data protection with other non-economic public policy objectives, such as environmental protection or employment, which traditionally fall outside the scope of competition law analysis. 77 This view, which also guided the Commission's analysis in Facebook/WhatsApp, 78 is, however, increasingly being challenged by commentators and -paradoxically -by the Commission's subsequent enforcement practice itself. The academic literature and, to a certain extent also the Commission's decisional practice, now point towards three routes that may enable the integration of privacy concerns into competition analysis.
III.1.1 Privacy as an element of product quality
The first route consists of considering the importance of privacy as one factor of product quality, which constitutes an important non-price parameter of competition in online markets. 79 Interestingly, EU and US antitrust authorities alike underline the importance of non-price parameters of competition, such as product quality, for their merger analysis. 80 The EU General Court also confirmed the Commission's approach in Microsoft/Skype where it assessed the merger's potentially detrimental impact on non-price competition in the form of degradation of innovation and service quality. 81 The increasing importance of non-price competition perhaps surfaces most clearly in the EU Commission's recent analysis of the Dow Chemical/DuPont merger. In this case, the EU Commission not only extensively ascertained the concentration's effect on the non-price parameter of innovation in the crop production industry, 82 but also pointed to the merger's effect on public policy concerns, such as food safety and food security.
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Along similar lines, competition authorities could assess how a merger affects data protection as an important facet of product quality or innovation and even account for the broader societal consequences of a reduction in privacy protection.
Antitrust authorities have, however, been largely reluctant to block a merger on the sole ground of its negative effect on product quality or other parameters of non-price competition. 84 This is clearly reflected in the Commission's analysis in Facebook/WhatsApp, where it observed that privacy is increasingly valued by consumers. 85 Yet it shied away from actually assessing whether the merger would lead to a decrease in privacy being an important element of product quality. This reluctance might be explained by the fact that, unlike price, product quality is a multi-dimensional concept, which is difficult to measure and might give rise to imprecise and complex comparisons.
86 Moreover, the relationship between privacy and other features of product quality is ambiguous, because the access to more user data may also enable an online platform to improve the overall product quality.
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Again unlike price, product quality is also a highly subjective concept. Consequently, competition authorities might be confronted with difficult interpersonal comparisons, when they have to compare the harm to a small consumer group which values privacy as product quality, with the potential benefits that a majority of consumers derives from a merger. 88 In order to avoid the difficulties of assessing a merger's effect on product quality, the orthodox view simply assumes that product quality is actually reflected in quality-adjusted prices. It therefore concludes that it is sufficient to focus on the merger's effects on prices.
89 This view not only reflects the predominant influence of neoclassical price theory on competition analysis, but also illustrates that antitrust authorities lack adequate tools and methodologies to account for privacy as a non-price dimension of product quality. 90 III.1.2 Privacy as an element of consumer choice A second route to incorporate privacy in competition law analysis consists in framing privacy as an important element of consumer choice. This consumer choice approach has been most recently endorsed by the EU Commission in the Microsoft/LinkedIn merger. This decision, handed down two years after the clearance of the Facebook/WhatsApp merger, constitutes the first -and so far only -occasion where the Commission recognised that the matching of generic personal user data might foster conglomerate effects capable of foreclosing competitors or potential entrants. 91 The Microsoft/LinkedIn merger constitutes all the more a turning point in the Commission's assessment of data-driven mergers in so far as it held that these foreclosure effects would give rise to privacy-related consumer harm, because they are likely to eliminate existing competitors which offer their users a higher degree of privacy protection than LinkedIn does. The merger would thus have restricted consumer choice in relation to privacy, which, in the Commission's view, constitutes an important parameter of competition.
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At first glance, the Commission's approach of framing privacy-related consumer harm as a reduction in consumer choice seems to be an appealing solution. This approach is in line with the merger policy guidelines on both sides of the Atlantic, which acknowledge that the reduction of product variety produces consumer harm.
93 It also reflects the importance EU competition law traditionally attributes to consumer choice 94 and stands for a more holistic understanding of consumer welfare.
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The consumer choice approach, however, also bears a number of shortcomings. While being a useful tool to identify privacy-related consumer harm resulting from vertical or conglomerate foreclosure effects, it is only of limited analytical added value for the assessment of privacy harm as a consequence of a horizontal merger, which by definition reduces consumer choice by eliminating one independent player from the market. In the context of horizontal unilateral effects analysis, consumer choice is actually already accounted for by the assessment of the closeness of competition between the merging parties. Indeed, a horizontal merger would only lead to the elimination of consumer choice if the acquired merging party is a close competitor of, and, consequently, provides an important competitive alternative with respect to the products of the acquiring party. This is also reflected in Facebook/WhatsApp where the Commission held that the merger is unlikely to harm competition on the consumer communications services market, because the merging parties are not close competitors. Even if the Commission had held that both parties were close competitors, or that WhatsApp could be considered as a maverick firm with regard to privacy, 96 it would still have faced similar challenges as those under the 'product quality' route. The Commission, in fact, would have been required to carry out a tricky balancing exercise weighing the restrictions of consumer choice with pro-competitive efficiencies.
III.1.3 Privacy as a non-monetary price
The shortcomings of the product quality and consumer choice approaches could be at least partially addressed by a third way of incorporating privacy into competition analysis, which conceptualizes the disclosure of personal data as a non-monetary price users pay in order to use free goods and services. In fact, a growing strand in the literature stresses that personal data is more than a mere element of product quality or consumer choice. Rather, personal data or privacy increasingly constitute the actual nonmonetary counterpart that consumers pay for using free goods or services on the user side of zero-priced online platforms.
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The intuition that privacy constitutes the actual price consumers pay in online markets is informed by the economic concept of 'privacy calculus '. 98 This model assumes that consumers assess and trade-off the costs and benefits of disclosing personal information when engaging in online transactions or choosing free online services, 99 with the aim of maximising their gains, i.e. the difference between costs and benefits of the information disclosure.
100 It therefore also makes economic sense to refer to the 96 In Microsoft/LinkedIn the Commission has been mostly concerned with the elimination of the competing German provider of professional social networks, XING, which 'seems to offer a greater degree of privacy protection than LinkedIn as consequence of conglomerate effects. Arguably, XING might qualify as a 'privacy maverick'. It remains however unclear whether the elimination of other competitors providing less important privacy protection would also have raised similar concerns about the elimination of consumer choice. Case COMP/M.8124 Microsoft/LinkedIn (n 26) [350] . For the notion of a maverick firm Merger Guidelines 2010 (n 80) 3. Commission Guidelines on the assessment of horizontal mergers (n 80) [42] . amount of personal data to be transferred in exchange for the free service provided as the non-monetary price consumers pay when they use a zero-priced good or service. 101 If one accepts the economic premise that personal data or privacy constitute the price consumers pay for free online services, a decrease in privacy is to be considered as tantamount to an increase in price.
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III.2 Practical implications of the concept of privacy-price
What would be the added value of framing privacy as price in merger analysis? In my view, such an approach would expand the toolbox of merger control in data-driven markets in two respects.
III.2.1 Privacy-price as methodological tool for market definition
In the first place, the insight that privacy constitutes a non-monetary price in data-driven markets might enable competition authorities to stay abreast of major challenges posed by market definition in online markets characterised by the presence of multisided platforms and the provision of zero-priced online services. These challenges are twofold.
On the one hand, in a number of cases competition authorities and courts failed to account for the interdependencies between the different market-sides of multisided platforms. They focused exclusively on their paying, advertising side, while ignoring the free, user side. 103 Economic literature, however, emphasizes that a market definition focusing only on the paying side of a multisided platform does not adequately identify the potential consumer harm, and also ignores the competitive constraints exercised by customers or competitors on its free user side. Competition authorities should, therefore, holistically include all relevant sides of the platform in their market definition, in order to account for the competitive interdependencies and dynamics between the different platform sides. 104 On the other hand, zero-pricing adds another layer of methodological complexity to market definition in the online eco-system. Indeed, the conventional method of defining markets, the hypothetical monopolist, or Small, but Significant and Non-Transitory Increase in Price (SSNIP) test, relies on prices to identify the competitive constraints in a given market. Yet prices are not the most appropriate analytical tool to analyse competition in markets where goods or services are provided for free, and price, consequently, does not constitute a parameter of competition.
paying and free market-sides of a multisided platform when assessing data-driven mergers. 106 To this end, they could use privacy as a proxy to substitute monetary prices as a methodological tool for market definition. Instead of assessing consumers' reaction in response to a Small, but Significant and Nontransitory Increase in Price (SSNIP) by a hypothetical monopolist, competition authorities could define a data market by testing users' response to a Small, but Significant and Non-transitory Decrease in Privacy (SSNDP test). 107 The SSNDP test, thus, incorporates the insight that consumers barter on the user side of multisided online platforms the disclosure of personal data in exchange for free services.
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The analytical added-value of accounting for personal data as an essential element of market definition has, however, been repeatedly challenged. Antitrust commentators stress that in most cases personal data only constitutes an input for other products and services, such as online advertising services. From this vantage point, the definition of a data market only makes sense if data constitutes the actual product to be sold on a market. 109 This argument, however, obfuscates the underlying economic value of personal data in the online platform eco-system and turns a blind eye to the fact that privacy constitutes the economic counterpart users barter in exchange of services on the free user side of online platforms.
The limitations of this argument become evident in the Commission's market definition in Facebook/WhatsApp. The Commission indeed echoed this view when it refrained from defining any separate product market for personal data. It held that there is no separate market for user data, as Facebook did not sell any data or data-analysing services and that WhatsApp did not collect any data valuable for advertising purposes.
110 By exclusively focusing on whether personal data is actually sold, or used as an input on the advertising side of the merging multisided platforms, the Commission ignored, however, the role of privacy as non-monetary price on the free consumer communications market. The Commission's approach thus replicated a similar error to that which arises if a market definition exclusively focuses on the paying side of a multisided platform. The Commission's reluctance to account for privacy or data in its market definition of the consumer communications services market indeed constitutes one explanatory factor for its failure to predict consumer harm as a consequence of the matching of Facebook's and WhatsApp's databases and the ensuing change in WhatsApp privacy policy. Although accounting for both the paying (online advertising services) and free (social networking, consumer communications services) market sides of the merging multisided platforms, it assessed each market in isolation and under the prism of price increases. This static market definition, however, completely overlooked the existing spillover effects between the advertising and the consumer communications services market. Yet, in hindsight, it is exactly these cross-platform effects which explain why the merging party eventually integrated Facebook's and WhatsApp's databases.
By looking at the consumer communications services and online advertising markets in isolation, the Commission characterized the matching of the parties' datasets and the ensuing change in WhatsApp's privacy policy as a self-defeating strategy. This conclusion, however, rests on the erroneous assumption that a change in WhatsApp's privacy policy would induce consumers to switch to competing apps on the consumer communications services market. This, in turn, would also entail negative spillovers on the online advertising side, which would inflict even more losses on the merged entity. The problem of this assumption is, however, that it implicitly relies on a market definition which applies the analytical prism of the SSNIP test to a zero-priced market. In a multisided platform environment, a price increase indeed not only triggers consumer switching on the user side, but is also likely to decrease the attractiveness of the platform and consequently entail demand-side substitution on its advertising side. Yet this negative feedback effect between the free and paying side of the multisided platform does not necessarily materialise in the case of privacy-price increases. Owing to information asymmetries, it is more difficult for consumers to detect changes in privacy policy than monetary price increases. Hence, consumers will not necessarily switch in response to a change in the level of privacy protection, even if switching costs are low. Unlike a price increase, a decrease in the protection of privacy will also not necessarily lead to a spillover effect that decreases the platform's attractiveness for advertisers. As a result, it might even boost the attractiveness of the platform's advertising side, as the access to a larger amount of user data enables the platform to provide better targeted advertising services.
The definition of a hypothetical data market by means of an SSNDP test would have allowed the Commission to apprehend the competitive relationship between Facebook and WhatsApp with respect to privacy and to identify the positive feedback effect that a change in the privacy level in the consumer communications services market might have on the online advertising market. Such a dynamic market definition, informed by the concept of privacy-price, would have indicated that, far from being a selfdefeating strategy, a lowering of privacy protection and an increase of the privacy-price on the free user side may constitute rather a strategic complement to a profit-maximizing strategy on the online advertising market.
III.2.2 Privacy-price as an analytical basis for a theory of privacy-related consumer harm
The theory of harm is the second domain in which the conceptualization of personal data as a price would enhance competition authorities' merger analysis. Focusing on privacy as a non-monetary price for free online services, in fact, points to a more immediate form of consumer harm on the free user side of online platforms than does competition authorities' current focus on indirect consumer harm as a consequence of data-driven foreclosure. The concept of a privacy-price, indeed, suggests that a decrease in privacy protection resulting from a merger may lead to a reduction in consumer welfare akin to that resulting from price increases.
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This proposition is actually less esoteric than it might actually appear in the first place. The German Competition Authority, for instance, has recently articulated such a theory of direct privacy-related consumer harm in its current investigation against Facebook. 112 The Bundeskartellamt has come to the preliminary conclusion that Facebook has abused its dominant position and exploited users by imposing unfair terms and conditions on consumers which constituted a systematic violation of data protection rules.
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A similar theory of harm has the potential to also inform and complement the unilateral effects analysis in horizontal mergers that assesses whether the proposed transaction bestows the merged entity with the ability and incentives to raise prices or decrease output or quality to the detriment of consumers. Instead of focusing exclusively on the merger's unilateral effects on price or quality, the competition authority could also determine to what extent the elimination of competitive constraints as a result of the removal 111 Stucke, Maurice E. and Ezrachi (n 97), 36; Newman (n 10), 442-443; Bundeskartellamt/Autorité de la Concurrence (n 8) of a close competitor increases the merged entity's ability and incentive to deteriorate the level of privacy. 114 Such would be the case if the merged entity could internalize part of the losses arising from users' demand substitution in response to the decrease in the level of privacy, by diverting part of these users to the previously independent close competitor. 115 The privacy-price concept thus would allow competition authorities to integrate privacy in their upward pricing pressure test in horizontal merger cases. Moreover, a unilateral effects analysis focusing on privacy harm could also account for the overall effect of the merger on privacy within a given market, by assessing to what extent the 'strategic complementarity' between the merged entity and its competitors entices other providers to lower their privacy standards. 116 Such a privacy-related theory of consumer harm would have enriched the Commission's analysis in the Facebook/WhatsApp merger in several respects. First, it would have provided the Commission with a clear theory of harm as to how the merger between Facebook/WhatsApp negatively affected users in the consumer communications market. In its assessment, the Commission engaged in the first step of a unilateral effects analysis on the consumer communications market without articulating a specific theory of harm. The Commission simply omitted to explain whether it was looking for an increase in price, or decrease in quality or innovation as a potential outcome of the merger. Instead, the Commission found that merger did not raise any competition concerns in this market, because the merging parties were not close competitors. Based on the concept of privacy-price, the Commission could have realised that the concentration of the two parties' datasets would not only give rise to potential antitrust concerns on the online advertising market, but was likely to increase privacy-prices on the consumer communications market. In fact, the potential combination of both parties' datasets and the ensuing decrease in WhatsApp's privacy protection should have been the main object of the Commission's unduly truncated unilateral effects analysis on the consumer communications market.
Second, a theory of harm based on the concept of a privacy-price would have provided the Commission with a more comprehensive understanding of the closeness of competition between Facebook and WhatsApp. The Commission's finding that the parties are not close competitors hinged upon the observation that Facebook's and WhatsApp's messenger apps are complementary products rather than being in direct competition to each other, 117 since consumers are multi-homing 118 and the two apps differ in their functionalities and privacy policy. 119 Instead of apprehending privacy as the actual price consumers pay in exchange for the free use of consumer communications apps, the Commission perceived privacy merely as one quality dimension of a consumer communications app.
120 At no time, however, did the Commission assess the extent to which WhatsApp exercised through the higher level of privacy protection of its app a competitive constraint on Facebook messenger. A privacy-based theory of harm assessing consumers' reactions to changes in the level of privacy would have yielded a more accurate picture of the closeness of the competitive relationship between the merging parties and their rivals on the consumer communications market.
Third, a theory of harm which conceptualizes privacy as a price would have complemented the Commission's analysis of the merged entity's ability and incentive to match the parties' datasets and Department of Law Working Papers lower WhatsApp's privacy protection post-merger. The Commission could have actually assessed under the unilateral effects analysis to what extent the merger, by removing WhatsApp or Facebook as an important competitive constraint, would have enabled the parties to partially internalize potential losses ensuing from consumer demand otherwise diverted to the merging partner in response to the lowering of privacy protection. Absent the merger, both parties might have faced potential losses as a consequence of consumers switching in response to the lowering of their privacy standards. The merger thus might have allowed Facebook and WhatsApp to profitably lower their privacy protection, by enabling them to capture part of the losses which would have made such a strategy unprofitable prior to the merger. As a consequence, a unilateral effects analysis focusing on the merger's effect on privacy-price on the consumer communications market would have prevented the Commission from erroneously concluding that the merged entity would lack the incentives to engage in such a strategy. The Commission's erroneous assessment of Facebook's and WhatsApp's incentives, indeed, relied heavily on the assumption that they would refrain from such a strategy since consumers were multihoming and faced low switching costs in the consumer communications market. This assumption, however, presupposes that consumers are able to detect changes in privacy-prices with the same ease as monetary price increases. Such an assumption, however, ignores the role of information asymmetries on users' switching behaviour in response to changes in privacy. Moreover, the Commission did not attribute sufficient weight to the importance of direct network effects being the source of consumer lockin and status quo bias. Arguably, these network effects clearly advantaged WhatsApp and Facebook as market leaders in all EU Member States. 121 In hindsight, Facebook's decision to integrate the merging parties' databases post-merger suggests that potential countervailing effects of multi-homing and low switching costs were arguably defeated by the important network effects which locked-in consumers and prevented them from churning to competing apps in response to an increase of privacy-prices postmerger. Unlike a theory of harm relying on price as a competitive parameter, a privacy-related theory of harm would thus also fare better in accounting for insights of behavioural economics regarding the effect of information asymmetries and cognitive biases on consumers' privacy choices and switching behaviour.
Fourth, a unilateral effects analysis and market definition focusing on privacy as a price would have enabled the Commission to internalize cross-platform effects in its unilateral effects analysis on the consumer communications market. On this basis, the Commission would have grasped that the merged entity's incentives to integrate both parties' databases had been reinforced by the potential gains in advertising revenues as a consequence of a combination of WhatsApp's with Facebook's user data. In retrospect, one can assume that the merged entity's expected increased revenues in the online advertising market have outweighed any potential losses due to consumer switching in the consumer communications services market in response to a deterioration of WhatsApp's privacy policy. Therefore, a holistic assessment of the merging parties' incentives, internalizing spillover effects between different sides of a platform, would have allowed the Commission to predict the incentives of the merged entity and to foresee its negative impact on privacy standards on the consumer communications services market.
Finally, a privacy-related theory of harm might also have enabled the Commission to assess the extent to which Facebook perceived WhatsApp as a maverick in the consumer communications services market and as a potential competitive threat to its core business in the social networking market. Before the merger, in most EU countries, 122 WhatsApp had changed its business model from a subscription-based to a free-of-charge provision of its app. Unlike Facebook, WhatsApp, however, continued to rely on a 'no ads' and privacy-based business model before the merger. In the long term, this could have undermined Facebook's user-data-and advertising-driven business model as allegedly the only economically feasible way of providing free of charge social networking and communication services.
IV. How can competition authorities measure privacy-price increases?
The argument that the Commission's assessment of the Facebook/WhatsApp merger should have taken into account privacy as the price in the context of market definition and the analysis of privacy-related competition harm begs, however, the question as to how price increases in form of deterioration of privacy protection can be measured. Arguably, the Commission could have relied on two different methodologies to identify price increases or consumer harm in the form of changes in the level of privacy.
IV.1 Qualitative methods
For the time being, commentators and competition authorities have put the emphasis almost exclusively on qualitative ways to measure privacy-related consumer harm. In a recent report, the French and German competition authorities, for instance, suggested that data protection regulation might constitute an adequate qualitative benchmark for determining exploitative abuses. Accordingly, non-compliance with privacy regulations would clearly indicate exploitative conduct.
123 While this approach may constitute a useful tool for the backward-looking competition assessment in unilateral and coordinated practices, it is of limited added value for the forward-looking assessment of a merger's impact on privacy. In Facebook/WhatsApp, the Commission therefore explicitly discarded such an approach, pointing out that merged entity would continue to be bound by EU data protection regulation postmerger. 124 On this basis, it concluded that competition law intervention is not warranted, as it would duplicate the role of data protection rules which would sanction the merged entity's future infringement of privacy rules. This, however, does not mean that privacy-related consumer harm is irrelevant for merger analysis. On the contrary, it is conceivable that a merger entails a decrease in privacy protection, without necessarily violating EU data protection or US privacy rules. To capture such an increase in the privacy-price, the Commission could have 'measured' the deterioration of the level of privacy as a consequence of the matching of Facebook's and WhatsApp's user databases in qualitative terms by comparing the merging parties' potential privacy policies pre-and post-merger. A change in WhatsApp's or Facebook's privacy policies which requires consumers to disclose a higher amount of personal information for their messenger post-merger than required for the use of the identical service pre-merger, could have been interpreted as a price increase. 125 While the exact amount of the price increase would be difficult to quantify, the Commission could have differentiated between different degrees or magnitudes of price increases depending on the importance of the change in the privacy policy. To grasp the magnitude of potential consumer harm, the Commission could have run through different scenarios with regard to both the volume and the sensitivity of the additional personal data required as a consequence of the 123 Bundeskartellamt/Autorité de la Concurrence (n 8) 27. This theory of harm also underpins the German Competition Authority's preliminary finding that Facebook has abused its dominant position by violating national and EU data protection rules. Bundeskartellamt, Preliminary assessment in Facebook proceeding: Facebook's collection and use of data from third-party sources is abusive (n 113). This approach follows the case law of the German Federal Court of Justice (Bundesgerichtshof) holding that contract terms which are incompatible with the laws regulating general conditions and terms of trade might amount to an abuse of a dominant market position, see in this regard Bundesgerichtshof VBLGegenwert (2013) merger. A qualitative benchmarking of privacy-price increase, however, basically boils down to a sophisticated version of the product quality approach. As a result, even if an increase in the privacyprice was identified in qualitative terms, it would remain unclear how it should be balanced with the potential pro-competitive effects of the merger under scrutiny.
IV.2 Conjoint analysis as quantitative method
This shortcoming of qualitative approaches could be addressed by quantifying the consumer harm arising from a decrease in the merged entity's level of privacy protection in monetary terms. The 'privacy calculus' model not only provides for an economically-informed underpinning of the proposition that privacy constitutes the actual price paid by consumers for the provision of free online services. It might also serve as the appropriate analytical framework for competition authorities to quantify a potential non-monetary privacy-price increase as the consequence of a merger. Indeed, several empirical economic studies used the concept of the privacy calculus as a starting point to determine users' willingness to pay for privacy in monetary terms by means of a conjoint analysis.
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Initially developed by the marketing literature, conjoint analyses are widely used as a methodological tool to identify how certain features of a differentiated product are valued by consumers and, thus, influence consumers' choices and willingness to pay. 127 To this end, conjoint analysis models identify and gauge the respective value of specific product attributes (the so called 'part-worths') for consumers' overall utility, 128 by measuring how changes in product attributes influence consumers' preferences and evaluative judgments. 129 Unlike other stated preference surveys, conjoint analysis relies on economic experiments in the form of choice-tasks, which confront them with 'hypothetical, but realistic choice problems' in the form of different variations or profiles of a given product (so-called 'stimuli'). 130 Engaging in a reverse engineering of consumer's purchase decisions, 131 conjoint analysis thus tries to mimic situations that consumers face in the market place, rather than relying on consumers' stated preferences.
Being increasingly used in competition cases to measure consumers' willingness to pay for non-price features of a specific product, 132 I suggest here 133 that the conjoint analysis would provide competition authorities with an administrable methodological tool to measure and quantify the consumer harm likely to arise from the potential change in the merging parties' privacy policy. 134 To carry out such an analysis, the competition authority could organise, in a first step, as part of its market analysis a consumer survey. In so doing, it could identify the relevant price and non-price attributes and determine the different attributive levels for a given product. 135 In the Facebook/WhatsApp case, the Commission could have identified the product attributes and attributive levels for the consumer communications apps set out in Table 1 . 133 In her recent article, Konstantina Bania interestingly suggests that ‚stated preferences' studies and conjoint analysis could inform competition authorities about how consumers value privacy in the context of market definition Bania (n 10), 51-55. Focusing exclusively on the role of conjoint analysis for market definition, her proposition, however, does not set out the full potential of this methodology for the assessment of consumer harm and its advantages compared to other stated preferences methodologies, such as traditional consumer surveys. ibid 51-52. 134 The literature distinguishes between five different methods of conjoint analysis, namely (i) conjoint value analysis (CVA), (ii) adaptive conjoint analysis (ACA), (iii) choice-based conjoint analysis (CBC), (iv) adaptive choice-based conjoint analysis (ACBC) and (v) menu-based conjoint analysis (MBC). Imthorn, Kemp and Nobel (n 130) 11. For illustrative purposes, the following example relies on the traditional CVA. Consumers' willingness to pay for privacy could also be assessed by means of a CBC experiment. 135 Arguably, this exercise is already part of the competition analysis in mergers, as the competition authorities have to determine the product features and specificities for the product market definition. Case COMP/M.7217 Facebook/Whatsapp (n 2) [13] -[33] . Department of Law Working Papers [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] 140 of paired choice tasks and asked to rank the product profiles according to their preferences by allocating a fixed sum of points (e.g. 100 points), across each pair of consumer communications apps so as to indicate their preferred product profile.
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On the basis of the overall utility ranking of different profiles by the respondents, the Commission could estimate the utility and relative importance of each attribute and attributive level for the consumers' product choices by means of multi-variable regressions.
142 In order to quantify how much consumers value privacy levels of consumer communications apps and their changes in monetary terms, the competition authority weighs the utility changes in response to variations in the attributive level with the utility changes in response to changes in monetary prices. Thus, the competition authority could gauge how much consumers are willing to pay for a certain level of a non-price attribute of the product, such as privacy.
The determination of the monetary value of the non-price product characteristic of privacy by means of conjoint analysis would have provided the Commission in Facebook/WhatsApp with important information for market definition and the theory of harm alike. The conjoint analysis might have informed the definition of a 'data market' by indicating which change in the level of privacy corresponds to a small but significant and non-transitory increase in price (usually 5-10% price increase).
143 Most importantly, the conjoint analysis might have enabled the Commission to quantify the consumer harm arising from changes in WhatsApp's privacy policy. This information could have even been used in merger simulations to estimate in monetary terms how different changes in the privacy policy postmerger would affect consumer welfare.
Although the merging parties did not invoke any merger specific efficiencies, the conjoint analysis would have also enabled the Commission to balance the consumer harm arising from the decrease in privacy with pro-competitive efficiencies. In the event that the invoked efficiencies would not have been sufficient to offset the privacy-harm arising from the combination of Facebook's and WhatsApp's user database, the Commission could have either blocked the merger, or at least imposed commitments to prevent potential privacy-related consumer harm.
V. Potential objections
My proposal to quantify and balance privacy-related consumer harm by means of conjoint analysis is, however, likely to elicit a number of objections. The proposed approach might give rise to general concerns about the administrability and reliability of the conjoint analysis as a tool for merger analysis. The application of conjoint analysis to privacy, moreover, might entail specific normative and methodological issues.
V.1 Administrability and reliability
The proposal to use the conjoint analysis as a tool for merger analysis may be met by concerns about its complexity and methodological shortcomings which might affect its reliability and administrability. Arguably, the results of conjoint analysis are, like the outcomes of other survey-based methods, heavily 139 n = ideally around 1000, the sample should represent different age and population groups and should be composed by existing and future consumer communications app users. contingent upon the way the questions or choice tasks are framed. Hence, one may object that the use of conjoint analysis bears the risk of undermining the administrability and legal certainty of merger enforcement. In this respect, however, it is important to note that competition authorities on both sides of the Atlantic have gained considerable experience with complex econometric, empirical and surveybased methods in particular in the context of merger control. 144 The economic literature has also devised solutions to improve the design of conjoint analysis and enhance its administrability and reliability. 145 This might explain why willingness to pay studies and conjoint analysis have, as shown in Table 2 , developed a considerable track record in competition and copyright cases. 146 The recurrent use of conjoint analysis merger cases suggests that conjoint analysis constitutes a workable and administrable tool which can be put into play despite the tight deadlines and time constraints competition authorities have to cope with in phase I and phase II merger reviews. With regard to potential concerns about the reliability of conjoint analysis, it is also important to point out that conjoint analysis has been specifically developed in order to address the methodological shortcomings of stated preference surveys. While stated preference surveys based on hypothetical 'whatif questions' are often subject to biases and likely to overstate customers' price sensitivity, 148 the conjoint analysis seeks to mimic a realistic market environment by confronting participants with product choices. 149 The use of conjoint analysis to assess consumers' willingness to pay for privacy would thus also allow competition authorities to account for the so-called 'privacy paradox'. 150 This paradox results from the discrepancy between consumers' stated preferences and revealed behaviour with regard to privacy. By testing consumers' revealed behaviour rather than their stated preferences, conjoint analysis hence provides competition authorities with a more reliable tool than other survey methods to identify consumers' willingness to pay for privacy. Of course, the design and results of the conjoint analysis must be tested and the conjoint analysis cannot be the sole element on which a merger decision is to be based. 151 Nonetheless, it would be an important methodological tool which would complement existing merger analysis and would allow it to identify privacy-related consumer harm.
V.2 Specific normative and methodological concerns about the application of conjoint analysis to privacy
Beyond general concerns regarding the administrability and reliability of conjoint analysis, its specific application to privacy might, however, also give rise to normative and methodological objections. Based on normative grounds, opponents to such an approach might argue that the use of conjoint analysis, which conceptualizes privacy as price, unduly commodifies the fundamental right to data protection. Assuming the rationality of consumers' choices, conjoint analysis also sits uneasily with insights from behavioural economics. With regard to privacy, behavioural economics point out that, far from being rational, users' privacy decisions are often fraught by information asymmetries and cognitive biases that prevent them from assessing the actual costs of their information disclosure. 152 From this perspective, relying on conjoint analysis in order to address privacy-related consumer harm through the application of competition law is simply an insufficient or wrong tool to address the market failures surrounding informational privacy and to protect the fundamental right to data protection. Better designed and consumer or data protection rules, which define the legal framework within which consumers trade-off their privacy against free online services.
There is little doubt that EU competition law applies to anticompetitive practices even if they are in compliance with, for instance, consumer protection laws or sector-specific regulation.
154 By the same token, the proposed privacy-price approach price might address consumer harm resulting from decreases in the level of privacy as a consequence of a merger or business conduct, although it does not necessarily violate privacy rules. The concept of privacy-price and its operationalization through conjoint analysis thus provides for a compelling consumer welfare argument as to why competition law should account for privacy as a non-monetary price in data-driven markets, where personal data is bartered in accordance with the conditions and below what one can call a 'price ceiling' (Pdata protection in Graph 1) defined by data protection regulation.
This understanding of the role of competition law in addressing privacy-related consumer harm is also in line with the EU courts' case law. The Court of Justice and General Court unequivocally held that EU competition law, like EU primary law, applies even in sectors that are subject to sector-specific regulation. 155 Moreover, the EU Commission also recently stressed in Microsoft/LinkedIn that even though the existing 156 and future EU data protection frameworks 157 restrict the merged entity's capacity to access and process data, competition law nonetheless applies to any anticompetitive effect that might arise from the merging firms' lawful attempts to access or combine their datasets in compliance with data protection rules.
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In my view, the assumption that any decrease in privacy protection automatically entails a violation of data protection rules constitutes the fundamental 'privacy fallacy' that misleads the current discussion on the role of privacy for competition law. The proposed privacy-price approach debunks the fundamental misconception which underlies the predominant view that privacy should not be accounted for under competition law analysis. It advances an economically sound argument why, and sets out how competition law should address changes in privacy protection resulting from mergers and business conduct that do not breach data protection rules. To be clear, the proposed privacy-price approach and its operationalization through conjoint analysis does not represent a panacea that will correct all market failures and behavioural biases surrounding consumers' privacy choices; these can only be addressed by better-designed data protection regulations. Rather, it constitutes an appropriate tool to address the consumer harm that materializes within the framework that data protection establishes for non-monetary online transactions and thus updates competition law analysis for the digital era. Department of Law Working Papers
VI. Conclusion
The present study challenges conventional antitrust wisdom by arguing in favour of a more prominent role of privacy in merger analysis. It shows that while competition authorities increasingly account for the role of personal data as a potential source of market power and entry barriers, privacy still constitutes a major blind spot in current merger analysis. To address this analytical lacuna, the study discusses three potential privacy-related theories of harm that would enable competition authorities to integrate potential consumer harm arising from a decrease in privacy protection into their merger assessment. Whereas the literature and competition authorities have so far framed privacy harm either as deterioration of product quality or restriction of consumer choice, this study shows how the proposition that privacy constitutes the real price consumers pay for free online services can be operationalized in merger analysis.
The intuition that a decrease in privacy is tantamount to an increase of monetary prices does not only inform merger control by providing an adequate proxy for market definition in zero price online markets, but also constitutes a solid economic basis for identifying privacy-related consumer harm. Illustrating that not every decrease in privacy policy necessarily amounts to a breach of data protection rules, this study also reveals that the opposition of orthodox antitrust scholarship and competition authorities to a more important role of privacy in antirust analysis is grounded in a 'privacy fallacy'. This fallacy erroneously assumes that a decrease in the level of privacy protection automatically constitutes a breach of data protection rules and is therefore better sanctioned by privacy regulators.
As a major contribution, this study contends that willingness-to-pay studies in the form of conjoint analysis constitute a valuable methodological toolkit to measure privacy-related price increases that would enable merger analysis to identify consumer harm resulting from a decrease in privacy protection. The proposed privacy-price approach thus not only explains 'whether' but also 'how' privacy considerations could be integrated in merger control. It thus suggests what lessons are to be drawn from the Facebook/WhatsApp saga. Integrating privacy into the edifice of antitrust analysis is a necessary step to keep merger control abreast to the challenges of the digital economy lest consumers continue to receive messages similar to those they discovered on their cell-phones in the aftermath of the Facebook/WhatsApp merger.
